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President
Gail Dyer
Gail has been an Automation Controls Engineer at Corning Incorporated since 2008. She holds a BS
in Mechanical Engineering with Robotics from Lake Superior State University in Michigan. She is
also working to complete her Masters in Integrated Manufacturing Systems Engineering by spring
of 2016. Gail has been involved in SWE since college and has held many leadership positions both
at the section and region level. For the FY15 year she was also the Region E Nominating Committee Chair, and served as a leadership coach for the society Leadership Coaching Committee. In her
spare time she enjoys hanging out with friends, karaoke, and traveling the world.

Vice President
Katie Kremer
Katie grew up in Big Flats, NY before graduating from SUNY Buffalo with a BS in Mechanical
Engineering. in 2012. She had two summer internships with Corning Incorporated and now works
for Corning as an Equipment/Process Engineer. Katie lives in Corning, NY with her boyfriend and a
maniac cat. In her spare time she loves photography, art, and graphic design. She was excited to be
able to use her artistic skills putting together the first Twin Tiers Section SWE Yearbook.

Treasurer
Dorothy Sheckler
Dorothy grew up in Severn, MD and obtained MS and BS degrees in Chemical Engineering from
Clarkson University. Dorothy has worked her whole career, of 18 years, within Corning
Incorporated. She is currently enjoying her work of designing new equipment for Corning’s fusion
formed glass process. Dorothy lives in Corning, NY with her two children, cat, and goldfish. She
enjoys photography, hiking, and reading novels. Her passion for STEM education motivates her to
stay involved with SWE.

Secretary
Christina Laskowski
Christina grew up in Yardley, PA and obtained her BS from MIT and her Master’s and Doctorate at
RPI, all in Mechanical Engineering. Her thesis was on automated assembly of fuel cell stacks using
robotics. She is currently a screen printing leader for printing patterns on glass, and is part of the
mechanical design group, designing equipment for a broad spectrum of Corning needs. Christina
lives in Painted Post, NY. Outside of work, she is passionate about 3D printing and engineering
outreach, and is an avid supporter and mentor to the local FIRST Robotics team.

Section Representative
Sara Manley
Sara grew up in Corning and fondly remembers attending ‘Take Your Daughter to Work Day’ at the
corning Fall Brook Plant with her father. He family ties to Corning date back to her grandfather,
who worked as a millwright at Corning Incorporated’s Main Plant. Sara obtained her BS in
Mechanical Engineering from Binghamton University. After college, Sara followed in the footsteps
of her father and grandfather and joined Corning Incorporated. Sara lives in Painted Post with
three cats in a little house full of books. She enjoys reading, jogging, and playing video games.
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Special Thanks
Corning Incorporated Employee Sponsored Dues Program Sponsors
Tom Capek & Jessica Ortiz
We would like to extend a special thank you to Tom Capek and
Jessica Ortiz of Corning Incorporated for their generous support
this year with the employer sponsored dues program. The
program allows employees to become a SWE member and
experience all the benefits that come with it without any cost to
them. Our section would not have been able to grow and
accomplish as much without their support. We look forward to
continuing the partnership in the future.

Webmasters
Amy Litwiler & Stephanie VanDelinder
Two important people we would like to thank this year are Amy
Litwiler and Stephanie VanDelinder who maintained our
website. They made sure that the information was up to date, as
well as made it possible for sponsors to donate to us directly from
the webpage. They also started the work on our website redesign
for the coming year, to incorporate the new national SWE logo.
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Recognition
Pamela Strollo
Congratulations to Pamela Strollo of Corning Incorporated for celebrating her 25 year anniversary
of SWE membership! Thank you so much for your dedication and contributions! Here’s to many
more years!

Mary Lentzen
Mary Lentzen retired September 1st after 30 years with Corning Incorporated. Throughout her
career, she held several different positions including a process engineer for CET Erwin, a raw
materials team leader for CET division engineering, a variety of procurement of raw materials roles
for various businesses, and finished her career as the Raw Materials Engineering manager for MTE.
Mary was even recognized with the Corning Distinguished associate title in 2013.
Mary has been actively involved with SWE since the Twin Tiers section was established; she served
as section president from 1992-1994. She has always helped out with the Egg Drop competition
and even hand wrote Egg Drop participants’ names on certificates of participation in beautiful
calligraphy for the first 15 years of the event. She could always be counted on to step in when an
event was short-handed for volunteers and was a great asset to the section. Mary and her husband
Bob relocated to the west coast of Florida. Congratulations to her on her retirement!

Scholarship Endowment
The Twin Tiers Section has had a successful scholarship program for 20 years and this year steps were taken to ensure
that the section will always be able to benefit local women with scholarships. The section has endowed the Margaret R.
Brewster Scholarship with the society, which means that there will be a permanent scholarship starting at $1000 every
year, paid from the interest gained from the endowment. The section will supplement this scholarship for the winner
so she will still receive $2000, as well as continue to award four additional $2000 scholarships. As the endowment
grows from investment gains or additional donations, the value of the scholarships and the number available to award
from the society will increase. Donations can be made directly to the endowment through SWE HQ, making a note to
designate it towards the Margaret R. Brewster Scholarship.

Region E Membership Award
The SWE Twin Tiers Section was awarded the Membership
Award at the Region E Conference in Philadelphia. This award
is presented to the section with the greatest growth and
retention of members. Congratulations to everyone and thank
you for your continued participation in SWE! We couldn’t
have done this without each and every one of you!
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FY15 Information
Strategic Goals (3-5 years)
1. Increase Member Participation and Retention
a. More than 50% of members attend at least one event per year
b. Retain 75% of membership year to year
2. Increase membership to 250 members (200 Corning Incorporated + 50 outside)
a. Broad representation of companies within the section/geographically
b. ~20 members from outlying areas
c. Utilize all 200 Employee Sponsored Dues memberships from Corning Incorporated
3. Maintain financial security
a. Be on track to endow a second scholarship by FY22
b. Be able to fund programs that support mission
4. Our local section adds value to the achieving the Society SWE objectives around professional
excellence and advocacy
a. Members value SWE as a valuable professional or personal resource
b. Community values the Twin Tiers SWE section as a valuable resource for girls in STEM

Tactical Plan
1.
2.
3.
4.

Recognize members for years of service/volunteer efforts through a yearbook
Have at least five outreach events and five professional development events
Have at least one event with the collegiate sections
Every event leader will fill out the new Event Tracking Sheet for good documentation
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Map of Members

City

State Members

Corning

NY

45

Painted Post

NY

17

Ithaca

NY

16

Horseheads

NY

10

Elmira

NY

9

Big Flats

NY

5

Alfred

3

Andover

NY
NY

Bath

NY

1

Beaver Dams

NY

1

Burdett

NY

1

Cayuta

NY

1

Dansville

NY

1

Erin

NY

1

Lindley

NY

1

Newfield

NY

1

Olean

NY

1

Pine City

NY

1

Watkins Glen
Wellsville

NY
NY

1
1

1

People are often surprised at how large the Twin Tiers Section of
SWE is, especially considering the majority of members can be
found in the Corning/Painted Post area, but the section has a
significant spread. It included zip codes that begin with 148**,
149**, or 169**, along with Braford County, PA.
The map above shows the various places our members currently
live, as well as the population in each city. The cities with the
highest number of members are in red, and the cities with the
lowest number of members are in green.
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Golf Tournament
FUNDRAISING

Corning Country Club
July 21, 2014
By Laura Mechalke

2014 marked the 21st annual SWE Golf Scholarship Event. A small
committee made up of golfers and non-golfers from SWE, followed a set
of well-defined guidelines perfected over the years to pull off another
successful event. We had 136 players, 29 different hole sponsorships,
and raised over $14,000. The support from local business continued to
be outstanding and accounted for sponsorships of teams, holes, and
donations for prizes for the tournament.
The event was conceived by George Brewster who was an active
member of SWE and also in recruiting for Corning Incorporated. In his
retirement, he still supports the event any way he can. In 1993, he won
the Rodney D. Chipp Memorial Award, presented to a man or company
that has contributed significantly to the acceptance and advancement of
women in the engineering field. This National award came with a
monetary value of $1,000. George gave the money to SWE Twin Tiers
as seed money to begin giving
out $500 scholarships to local
young women entering college in
engineering or computer science.

Coordinator
Laura Mechalke
Committee
Gail Dyer
Amy Millet
Stephanie VanDelinder
Nicole Cleary
Sue Burns
Beth Parent
Andrea Johnson
Day-Of Volunteers
Urenna Onyewuchi
Kelly Bleaking
Amy Litwiler
Mary Lentzen
Mariah Arnold

Over the years, we have
consistently raised over $10,000 and were able to raise the
amount of the scholarships to $2,000 each. In 2014, we awarded
six $2000 scholarships to students from various local high
schools.
Participants enjoy
the
course
and
celebrate
their
victories after a fun
and exciting day
supporting girls in
STEM careers.
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Planning Session
Gail Dyer’s House
July 27, 2014

MEETING

By Gail Dyer

This year we held the first annual planning session for our
section. Many other sections hold a planning retreat or
session that allows the new e-board members to get to know
each other better, lay out strategic and tactical goals, and get a
rough idea of what the section activities for the year will be.
Using the best practices from other sections, we decided that it
would also be a great opportunity for our section.

Attemdees
Gail Dyer
Katie Kremer
Dorothy Sheckler
Christina Laskowski
Sara Manley
Julie Baker
Daphne Froelich

On July 27th, the e-board met at Gail Dyer’s house for the day to
plan out the year. In order to encourage other member
participation and ideas, the first two hours were also open to the entire membership. We
did an ice breaker, had some lunch, and brainstormed different activities that we could
host for the year. After that, the e-board created some strategic goals as something to
strive for over the next 3-5 years. Tactical goals were also put in place to establish how
we were going to work toward our strategic goals during the year.
One of the biggest improvements we wanted to make was improving communication and
recognition of our events which led to the creation of the event tracking sheet. This
document simplifies the communication for people hosting events that want funding, as
well
as
provides
a
structured report that can
be
referenced
later.
Overall, it was a very
successful session for
planning out the FY15
year.
The attendees brainstormed
possible event ideas or
opportunities onto post-it
notes. The ideas were sorted
into categories and arranged
onto a calendar. It was a
great way to visually see
what events would be
planned throughout the year.
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Ornament Fundraiser
Hands On Glass Studio
July 29, 2014

FUNDRAISING

By Katie Kremer

SWE hosted an ornament making session at Hands-On-Glass
Studio in Corning, NY as a fundraiser for the Meg Lowman
Treetop Camp Career Panel and Luncheon. Members and their
family members paid to make beautiful blown glass
ornaments, and all proceeds went towards supplying a
delicious lunch for local underprivileged girls interested in
STEM careers, and panelists who could answer their questions
about science and technology.
SWE members enjoyed a fun, social atmosphere where they
could network, munch on appetizers, and wine and of course,
take their turn at the blow pipe to make a custom work of art
they’d enjoy for many years to come.
The event ended up being a
great success for the Meg
Lowman Camp by raising
over $150, as well as
successful for all the SWE
members and family who
attended.

Coordinator
Dorothy Sheckler
Volunteers
Gail Dyer
Christine Ehmann
Katie Kremer
Christina Laskowski
Attendees
Julie Baker
Shefford Baker
Erin Canfield
Shawna Haase
Zarine HavewalaBrown
Shannon Lynch
Brandy Phillips
Michelle Reele
Ljerka Ukrainczyk
Nicole Wead
Sara Whipkey
Stephanie Wiltman
SWE
members
have a great time
socializing
and
enjoying
the
chance to make a
custom
blownglass ornament.
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Meg Lowman Camp Career Panel
OUTREACH

Tanglewood Nature Center
August 13, 2014
By Elaine Spacher —Tanglewood Director

The Meg Lowman Treetops Camp is an 8-year old, one week
summer science program and is named after Elmira native and wellknown forest canopy researcher, Meg Lowman. The target audience
for this program is primarily at-risk girls aged 9-12, who are
recommended by a teacher or other community leader and have
shown an interest in science. The goal of the program is to
introduce young girls to nature and science in a safe, positive way so
they feel empowered and excited to pursue science in the future.

Coordinator
Dorothy Sheckler
Elaine Spacher
(Tanglewood)
Volunteers
Judy Rowe
Hui Su
Delena Duffy
Claire Warren Ginnan
Sarah Negaard
Alexis Clare
Katie Groeger

Professional female educators/mentors work with the girls on
various science topics including the scientific method, water, field
and forest studies, rainforest and tree climbing, and natural art. The
girls are provided with several opportunities to talk with women
currently working in the science field, including interacting with a
career panel from the Society of Women Engineers working at
Corning Incorporated, a Cornell
oncology veterinarian, a wetlands ecologist from the Upper
Susquehanna Coalition, and several biology professors from
Elmira College.
The program at Tanglewood provides tuition, food, supplies,
and transportation. The program is mostly self-sustaining
because of strong community support, but donations and
volunteers are always more than welcome.
Both groups of the
professional women
in technology and
eager young girls
enjoy chatting over
a delicious lunch
supplied by the
camp.
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Diversity Network Mega-Picnic
NETWORKING

Craig Park
August 26, 2014
By Katie Kremer

For 2015, SWE participated in Corning Incorporated’s
Diversity Network Mega-Picnic. A number of affinity groups
within Corning got together to put on a giant cultural event
including several international food options, music, activities
for both kids and adults, and raffle prizes. It is a monumental
picnic that requires months of planning and dedication from
affinity group volunteers
SWE and ADEPT worked together to organize the child’s face
painting station, always a popular event. Despite the initial
date being postponed due to inclement weather, when the
picnic finally happened it was a huge success. There were
over 350 people in attendance and countless delighted faces
adorned with decoration.

Coordinators
Katie Kremer
Sara Manley
Zarine HavewalaBrown (ADEPT)
Volunteers
Kenny Ruland
Jennifer Miller
Margot Romer
Jill Hall
Cindy Rosplock
Rebecca Burt

While simple, traditional face painting designs were
available, more popular were ornate, full-faced
artworks. The creative volunteers were extremely
talented. Thanks to their generosity with both their
time and their artistic abilities, there were plenty of
excited children and parents who had an excellent time
at the Mega-Picnic.
Wonderful
and
beautiful works of
art covered the
faces of countless
children and teens
at the DN MegaPicnic.
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General Meetings
Various Places in the Corning Valley
Every Other Month
For the 2014-2015 year, the SWE E-Board increased member
participation at our general meetings by inviting a guest
speaker to each meeting. Speakers ranged from a real estate
agent giving advice for first time homebuyers, a financial
advisor giving general investment advice and answering
questions, a presentation on how to deal with generation gaps
in the workplace, and watching seminars available on the SWE
website., followed by a group discussion.
There was a significant increase in attendance at general
meetings thanks to this new practice—plus, members seemed
to greatly enjoy the information presented! We hope to see an
even greater increase in the coming year.

MEETING

Meetings
August 26, 2014

“Basics of Home Ownership”
- Jennifer Harpending

October 28, 2015

“Spanning the Generations”
- Gail Dyer

January 29, 2015

“Managing Investments”
- Nancy Socha

March 26, 2015

“Women as Leaders”
- Gail Dyer

Networking Lunches
Various Locations in the Corning Valley
Various Dates
In order to keep up communication and networking throughout the
section, we try to host networking lunches every other month at
various locations throughout the area.
Attendance is always fairly good at these lunches, with 6-12
members being fairly common. We try to choose locations that offer
buffets or fast service so people can easily attend during their lunch
break, even if their work location is farther away. We would love to
see even more people attend these lunches!

NETWORKING

Lunches
July 9, 2014
Thali of India
October 2, 2014
Sorge’s Restaurant
November 20, 2014
Turtle Leaf Cafe
February 5, 2015
Boomer’s Burrito Bar
March 17, 2015
Thali of India
May 27, 2915
Boomer’s Burrito Bar
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Cooking Series ̶ Indian
Nithya Krishnan’s House
October 8, 2014 & October 14, 2014

FUNDRAISING

By Katie Kremer

As a new fundraiser for the 2014-2015 year, SWE thought it would
exciting to give their members the opportunity to learn how to
prepare delicious authentic cuisine from various cultures around
the world.
To kick off the program, two Indian cooking sessions were offered
by Nithya Krishnan. Niytha’s journey as a self-taught cook began
quite early in her life—as a teenager, she took over kitchen
responsibilities for her mother’s catering business while doubling as
a preschool teacher. Now, Nithya conducts private cooking lessons
from her home with Indian, Thai, and Mediterranean recipes. She
believes that anyone can master a recipe if they have the interest,
the patience, and the open-minded palate.

Coordinators
Dorothy Sheckler
Nithya Krishnan
Attendees
10/8/14
Giselle Sherman
Stacey Edwards
Jackie Simpson
Suzanne Matthews
Mitchell Matthews
10/14/14
Delena Duffy
Kim Walker
Gail Dyer
Ann Howles
Pamela A. Hajcak

At the two October sessions, SWE members learned a variety of
recipes
including
Mumbai
Batata Vada (fried and battered
potato balls,) Koftas (chicken
kebabs), Shahi Tukda (fried
bread with glaze), Lehsun ki
Chutney, Hariyal Chutney,
Ragda Pattice (potato cakes topped with chickpea topping),
Amrahand or Mongo Shrikhand, and Basic Pooris (fried
flatbread.)
SWE members and
their family have
an exciting evening
trying new foods
and learning to
prepare authentic
Indian recipes.
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Society Conference
Los Angeles, CA
October 23-25, 2014

CONFERENCE

By Katie Kremer

Three members of the E-Board were able to attend the 2014
Attendees
SWE Society Conference in Los Angeles, along with ~7000
Gail Dyer
other members from around the world. As always, the
Katie Kremer
conference offered excellent networking and professional
Sara Manley
development opportunities. Gail, Katie, and Sara were able to
attend various information sessions that taught everything
from negotiation tactics, how to transition to a managerial position, work/life balance,
new technologies, etc. Specific sessions are targeted at collegiate members, professional
members, and outreach events. The conference also offers a massive career fair with
hundred of companies looking to hire both collegiate and professional engineers.
In addition to development sessions , section meetings, manning Section E’s SWE boutique
booth, and sight-seeing in Los Angeles, the three were also able to attend the Celebrate
SWE Banquet.
At this formal dinner, society level
awards are given out to scholarship recipients,
outstanding collegiate members,
and professional
engineers who have made an impact in the SWE
organization. The closing keynote by the current SWE
president, followed by a fun dance party, really gets
everyone excited about engineering and being a
member of SWE.
Gail, Katie, and Sara
enjoyed partaking in
all of the exciting
events
of
the
conference, as well
as
touring
and
sightseeing around
Los Angeles.
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Haunted Happenings
Tanglewood Nature Center
October 25, 2014

OUTREACH

By Katie Kremer

This was the second year that SWE participated in
Tanglewood Nature Center’s ‘Haunted Happenings.’ our booth
gave children the chance to make their own slime or putty
from a mixture of glue and a borax solution. It’s the perfect
sticky, gooey concoction to get everyone in the mood for
Halloween!

Volunteers
Dorothy Sheckler
Christina Laskowski
Lisa Hawkins

Making the slime and putty is an excellent opportunity to teach children basics facts of
chemistry, such as cross-linking. The borax ion makes weak bonds with the polymer ions
in the glue. If a child wants to make slime, they add less borax solution, so there are fewer
bonds and their goo will flow and ooze more. If they want to make putty, they are add
more borax solution, so more cross-links are formed and the goo is a little more firm and
sticky. Of course, all slime is made with food coloring too, to make it more fun! After
making their slime or putty, it’s playtime! They get a chance to stretch the slime, see how
much the putty bounces, and compare the differences between the two.
This is the type of outreach event the SWE loves to host. It is important to engage kids in a
fun activity where they can learn that science can be interesting and exciting! By
attracting
their
interest at a young
age, they may be
more excited in
their science and
technology classes
as they get older,
and maybe even
enter in a STEM
related career.
Christina Laskowski
had a great time
helping kids to make
their own slime and
putty. She was also
able to use our large
posters to visually
explain crosslinking
and basic chemistry.
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Holiday Party
NETWORKING

Hands on Glass Studio
December 4, 2014
By Sara Manley
On December 8, SWE celebrated the winter holidays by
making gorgeous blown glass ornaments at the Hands On
Glass Studio in Corning. The hot glass studio with the warms
kilns was the perfect place to beat the winter chill. SWE
members and their families had a chance to network, play
games, and enjoy coffee and a light dinner while taking turns
blowing ornaments. Each participant was able to choose the
color and style of their ornament. Rudi and her staff at the
studio were extremely knowledgeable about glass blowing and
made each experience individualized and fun.

Coordinators
Dorothy Sheckler
Sara Manley
Christina Laskowski
Katie Kremer
Attendees
Dorothy Sheckler
Christina Laskowski
Sara Manley
Cindy Rosplock
Mike Rosplock
Ashley Rosplock
Michele Reele
Jelena Langensiepen

The buffet style dinner provided was delicious! Dorothy
Sheckler made a pasta casserole, Christina Laskowski brought
a home cooked turkey, and
there various assortments of
other snacks and treats. The
leftover food was donated to Rudi’s dedicated staff of
volunteers.
It was a fun, happy evening that helped to get SWE
members and their families into the holiday spirit.
SWE
members
and their families
have a great time
talking, making
ornaments, and
enjoying
the
delicious dinner.
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Region E Conference
CONFERENCE

Philadelphia, PA
February 20-22, 2015
By Gail Dyer

On February 20-22nd, the Drexel University collegiate section
hosted the 2015 Region E Conference in downtown
Philadelphia. Hundreds of women came out from around the
mid-Atlantic region to network, participate in meetings, attend
the career fair, and attend professional development sessions.

Attendees
Dorothy Sheckler
Gail Dyer
Sara Manley

One of the highlights was a special keynote presentation during lunch which took us on a
tour through the history of SWE from the city in which it was founded. It featured Alma
Kuppinger Forman, one of the founding members of SWE! She told the story of how SWE
came into existence, some of the adversities they faced, and how SWE has continued to
grow. She then passed the presentation to president-elect, Colleen Layman, who
discussed what SWE was like when she joined and how it had evolved since she has been
involved. Lastly, Nicole Woon, SWE’s collegiate director, took the stage to represent the
future of SWE and where we see the society headed.
Saturday night was the closing banquet and several
awards for individuals and sections were given out. Our
section received the award for ‘best retention and
growth for a small section’ which was very exciting!
Definitely the cherry on top to a great trip!
Dorothy, Sara, and
Gail participate in
the events offered
by the conference,
and also enjoy the
historical sites of
Philadelphia.
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SWEet Tech Day
OUTREACH

Corning Community College
March 1, 2015
By Katie Kremer

SWEet Tech Day is an event for local Girl Scouts held at CCC to
expose them to STEM careers and spark their interest in
science and technology.
The scouts were able to participate in a variety of hands-on
activities and experiments ultimately related to different
aspects of engineering. They studied food chemistry by
analyzing iron content in cereal, discovering that the outer
coating of an M&M is not soluble in water, and watching the
interaction of soap and milk fat combined together. They
experienced a manufacturing environment by working as a
team to create a Lego assembly line, and learned how asphalt
is mixed by making ‘edible asphalt’ out of chocolate, candy,
and nuts. The scouts were
even exposed to electrical
engineering by playing with
conductors, insulators, and
simple circuits in series and
parallel.

Coordinator
Fran Lorey
Volunteers
Kayle Watson
Giselle Sherman
Valerie Mebert
Christina Laskowski
Danielle Sherman
Kelsey Rudolph
Sarah Capek
Alix Clare
Gail Dyer
Paula J. DolleySonneville
Laura Adkins
Lori Rohlfing
Kim Hill
Millicent Owusu

The Notre Dame Robotics team even brought a robot
able to toss a giant ball around the room.
Local Girl Scouts
get to experience
different aspects
of science and
technology
to
encourage them
into STEM careers.
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TECH Savvy Conference
SUNY Cortland, Cortland, NY
March 28, 2015

CONFERENCE

By Gail Dyer
The Cortland AAUW section hosted their first annual girls TECH Savvy
Conference on March 28th. Our section partnered with the Syracuse section
to donate towards the event. The conference was aimed at girls in grades 5
-9 and offered a wide variety of workshops on STEM topics that might be
interesting to them such as astronomy and birds of prey (biology).

Attendees
Gail Dyer

Another component of the conference was the college and career fair where the girls filled out a mockapplication and would interview at the different stations. Many colleges and organizations had tables and
spoke with the girls about their applications and then what STEM careers they may be interested in. Overall
it was great opportunity to encourage girls to continue to take math and science classes and learn about
what types of careers they could pursue.
While the girls had their workshops, there was also a second track for the parents to attend. I was invited to
be on a panel of women to tell a bit about our experiences and answer any questions the parents had. The
session was very well received and the parents suggested that a similar session be held for the girls next
year. All attendees seemed to greatly enjoy the event—hopefully it becomes a highly regarded tradition!

Scholes Lecture
Alfred University, Alfred, NY
April 30, 2015

CONFERENCE

By Alix Clare
Dr. Samuel Ray Scholes served Alfred University and the Alfred community
for over 40 years in various roles such as dean, associate dean, head of the
Department of Glass Technology, and professor of glass science. He
established the first glass science program in the United States at the
College of Ceramics in 1932. The Samuel R. Scholes Lecture Series was
established in honor of his interest in the history and philosophy of
science.

Attendees
Alix Clare
Beth Gibson

This year’s lecture was given by Minoru Tomozawa on ‘Glass and Water: A New Glass Strengthening
Method’. Tomozawa discussed the effect of water absorption in silicate (particularly silica) glass, explaining
that moisture content resulted in increased relaxation speeds, and ultimately strengthening of the glass.
This is especially true if the moisture is close to the surface of a glass released from tension, where the
increased relation speed would lead to surface compression and hence strengthening of the glass. The
advantage of this technique is that it does not require the specimen thickness for heat tempering and does
not require the glass to contain alkali to enable ion exchange strengthening. The audience consisted of about
200 undergraduates, 10 of which were student SWE members, several outside guests, and faculty members.
The lecture was highly enjoyed by all who attended.
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Clothing Drive
OUTREACH

Various Corning Incorporated Locations
April 20-24, 2015
By Ashley Nevol

For the past few years, the Society of Women Engineers has
worked to put together a professional women's’ clothing drive at
the Corning valley area plants. For 2015, SWE decided to team
up with Corning Professional Women’s Forum to expand the
drive with more volunteers. The donations were hand delivered
to Dress for Success, who were more than grateful to receive so
many donations.
Dress for Success is a non-profit organization centered on
promoting the economic independence of disadvantaged women
by providing professional attire and career development
tools. There are several locations, and for the 2015 drive SWE/
CPWF worked with the newly opened Rochester section.

Coordinators
Ashley Nevol
Bernadette Monterio
Volunteers
Mary Lentzen
Sarah Capek
Gail Dyer
Jean Balster
Sarah Chiara
Rita Shauger
Linda Brooks
Elizabeth White
Katie Kremer

The drive is generally held
during the month of April, and
several Corning plant locations including IDM, Erwin, Big
Flats, Headquarters, Sullivan Park, and Decker have
participated regularly in this drive. There has been
growing interest for coming years, and it is anticipated that
the drive will grow. Donations have included pants,
blouses, sweaters, gently used shoes, handbags, scarves, as
well as new makeup and personal care items.
The donations for the clothing drive
filled the delivery van, as well as the
main room of the donations center.
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Egg Drop
OUTREACH

Houghton Park Parking Garage
May 16, 2015
By Katie Kremer

The 31st annual SWE Egg Drop was a massive success! There
was a record attendance and a huge number of survived eggs,
possibly due to the eggs drops held by local school during the
previous weeks.
This year not only did we have our usual DJ, we had a fantastic
MC who personalized the experience for each and every
contestant by asking them how they made their contraption,
what materials they used, and then celebrated with them if
their egg survived.
Prizes of comical glass eggs made by a local artist and a
certificate were given out to the lightest container, most
original appearance, and
most original filling for each
age group.
After dropping all the eggs,
kids participated in egg races
and relays, and even had a
demonstration by the FIRST
Robotics robot!

Coordinator
Christina Laskowski
Volunteers
Stacie Edwards
Mitchell Matthews
Suzanne Matthews
Katie Kremer
Mary Lentzen
Lori Rohlfin
Andrew Wigley
Nicole Cleary
Jean Baster
Benjamin Wigley
Nicolle Johnson
Kelly Bleaking
Dorothy Sheckler
Peter Wigley
Trevor Works
Robert Stanley
Josh Johnson
Joey Johnson
Michael Russel
Jenny Kim
Kids of all ages have
a wonderful time
watching their eggs
fall,, then unpacking
them to see if they
survived. The egg
games were a big hit
with everyone too!
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Scholarship Dinner
Tanino’s Restaurante
June 10, 2015

OUTREACH

By Jessica Ortiz

For 2015, the Twin Tiers Section awarded scholarships of $2,000 each to
five graduating women seniors entering the field of engineering. The
scholarship program was started in 1995 by George Brewster, at the
time a manager of recruiting for Corning Inc. The scholarships are
named for his mother, Margaret R. Brewster, who was a single parent in
a non-traditional occupation in the 1940’s. Ms. Brewster was one of only
three women postmasters in the United States at the time.
This year’s scholarship committee included some returning members as
well as new members, including myself. The previous members and
coordinator, Amy Litwiler, did a phenomenal job of keeping the SOP upto-date as well as creating tools for schedules, activities, and the overall
selection process. With these resources, it was fairly easy to step into the
role of coordinator.

Coordinator
Jessica Ortiz
Selection Committee
Beth Tiberio
Kellie Haselkamp
Karen Madison
Amy Litwiler
Amy Millett
Millicent Owusu
Award Recipients
Connie Li
Marie Hudock
Grace Weyand
Lilia Esocobedo
Julia Longacre

The banquet to award the scholarships is rewarding in itself to the
scholarship team.
Seeing the
young women just embarking on
the academic path towards a
future career in engineering is
exciting and exhilarating. This
year’s recipients were from a variety of high schools in the area
and intend to study biomedical, industrial, and chemical
engineering at schools like Virginia Tech, Cornell, University of
Rochester and Penn State.
SWE
members,
scholarship winners,
and family members
network
together
while enjoying a
delicious meal at
Tanino’s Restaurant.
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